
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF FLORIDA
(Before a Referee)

THE FLORIDA BAR, Supreme Court Case
No. SC21-1637

Complainant,
The Florida Bar File

v. No. 2020-10,425 (6D)

MELISSA A GIASI,

Respondent.

REPORT OF REFEREE ACCEPTING CONSENT JUDGMENT

I. SUMMARY OF PROCEEDINGS

Pursuant to the undersigned being duly appointed as referee to

conduct disciplinary proceedings herein according to Rule 3-7.6, Rules of

Discipline, the following proceedings occurred:

On November 30, 2021, The Florida Bar filed its Complaint against

respondent in these proceedings. On January 18, 2022, respondent filed

her answer. On February 4, 2022, a case management conference was

held, and the final hearing was scheduled for May 5 through 6, 2022, with a

sanction hearing scheduled for July 8, 2022. On April 27, 2022, a

Conditional Guilty Plea for Consent Judgment was filed, and the final

hearing was cancelled by agreement of the parties and approval of the

Referee.



All of the aforementioned pleadings, responses thereto, exhibits

received in evidence, and this Report constitute the record in this case and

are forwarded to the Supreme Court of Florida.

II. FINDINGS OF FACT

A. Jurisdictional Statement. Respondent is, and at all times

mentioned during this investigation was, a member of The Florida Bar,

subject to the jurisdiction and disciplinary rules of the Supreme Court of

Florida.

B. Narrative Summary Of Case.

Respondent was counsel for Mr. Joseph Erickson in litigation against

Locations of Pinellas, Inc. (LPI), in Pinellas County Case Nos. 19-604-CI

and 108099-CI. On November 13, 2019, a hearing on Respondent's

Emergency Motion to Vacate Foreclosure Judgment was held before The

Honorable Keith Meyer in Case No. 19-604-CI. The following exchange

occurred with the court:

THE COURT: Okay. Free and clear. Was there some agreement with
the plaintiff at that time that [the condominium association] were
going to only take the, you know, $29,000.00 and that they were
going to assist him in getting the rest of the money back in his
pocket?
MS. GIASI: Yes.
THE COURT: So, there was an agreement at that time to [that]
affect?
MS. GIASI: Yes.



Respondent admits her statement to the court was inaccurate. Respondent

did not intend to represent to the court that her client had an agreement

with the Happy Fiddler Condominium Association, the foreclosing plaintiff,

at the time of the auction. Rather, Respondent misunderstood the court's

inquiries and instead referenced an agreement Mr. Erickson had reached

with Happy Fiddler Condominium after the auction in exchange for the

Association not contesting his motion to vacate the sale. This agreement

was confirmed on the record by Association counsel during the November

13, 2019 hearing. Judge Meyer did not rule at the November 13, 2019

hearing, but set the matter for an evidentiary hearing in February 2020.

On December 26, 2019, in Case No. 19-604-CI, Respondent filed

Joseph Erickson's Amended Motion to Vacate Certifidate of Sale,

Certificate of Title and Final Judgment of Foreclosure and Memorandum in

Opposition to Defendant's Motion to Release of Excess Funds in Court

Registry and Memorandum of Law in Support, or Alternatively, Motion to

Stay Pending Outcome of Appeal ("Amended Motion to Vacate"), in

compliance with Judge Meyer's direction that both parties amend their

respective motions to clarify the grounds for relief being sought. In her

Amended Motion to Vacate, Respondent included as a heading: "Judge

Muscarella found that the Amended Final Judgment was void, yet utilized



her discretion to deny Erickson's motion to vacate. This does not estop

Erickson from arguing that LPI was not a title holder entitled to the surplus

funds." Respondent was referencing a hearing that had occurred on

September 26, 2019, in Case No. 10-8099-CI. During the hearing on

September 26, 2019, Judge Muscarella did not make a specific finding of

fact or ruling other than to deny the motion Respondent filed for Mr.

Erickson. Respondent recognizes that the heading was inartful and inexact

and admits she should have used different language. Respondent did not

intend to falsely state Judge's Muscarella's ruling in her memorandum.

The body of the memorandum provided clarification by stating "[d]uring the

hearing held on September 26, 2019 in the 2010 Case, Judge Muscarella

recognized that the Amended Final Judgment was void because there was

no written motion filed and no notice provided to the other parties, in

addition to the fact that the Amended Final Judgment was entered three

years after the original Final Judgment ... Judge Muscarella's order simply

denies Erickson's motion ...".

Upon becoming aware that these two statements were erroneous,

Respondent made a timely, good faith effort to correct any misimpressions

or misunderstandings from her statements made to the court in writing and

during the hearing. On January 21, 2020, Respondent sent a letter to



Judge Meyer and the parties to identify, correct, and clarify the statements.

Respondent also secured a continuance of the evidentiary hearing and

assisted her client with procuring substitute representation. Furthermore,

on January 23, 2020, Respondent filed a Second Amended Motion to

Vacate which changed the heading to state "Erickson is not estopped from

arguing that LPI was not a title holder entitled to the surplus funds."

III. RECOMMENDATIONS AS TO GUILT

I recommend that respondent be found guilty of violating the following

Rules Regulating The Florida Bar: Rule 3-4.3 (Misconduct and Minor

Misconduct); Rule 4-3.3(a) (Candor Toward the Tribunal); and Rule 4-

8.4(d) (Misconduct - conduct prejudicial to the administration of justice).

IV. STANDARDS FOR IMPOSING LAWYER SANCTIONS

I considered the following Florida Standards for Imposing Lawyer

Sanctions prior to recommending discipline:

2.5 Public Reprimand
Public reprimand is a form of public discipline which declares the conduct
of the lawyer improper but does not limit the lawyer's right to practice.

5.1 Failure to Maintain Personal Integrity
(c) Public Reprimand. Public reprimand is appropriate when a lawyer
engages in conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit, or
misrepresentation that is not included elsewhere in this subdivision and that
adversely reflects on the lawyer's fitness to practice law.

6.1 False Statements, Fraud and Misrepresentation



(c) Public Reprimand. Public reprimand is appropriate when a lawyer is
negligent either in determining whether statements or documents are false
or in taking remedial action when material information is being withheld.

3.2(b) Aggravating Factors
(4) multiple offenses; and
(9) substantial experience in the practice of law.

3.3(b) Mitigating Factors
(1) absence of a prior disciplinary record;
(2) absence of a dishonest or selfish motive;
(4) timely good faith effort to make restitution or to rectify the consequences
of the misconduct;
(5) full and free disclosure to the bar or cooperative attitude toward the
proceedings;
(7) character or reputation;
(10) interim rehabilitation;
(11) imposition of other penalties or sanctions; and
(12) remorse.

V. CASE LAW

I considered the following case law prior to recommending discipline:

In The Florida Bar v. Tropp, 112 So.3d 101 (Fla. 2013) (rehearing denied
June 6, 2013), Tropp received a public reprimand for filing a motion with
the court which contained an omission designed to mislead the court. In
addition, Tropp's statements unfairly impugned the integrity of the judge.
The referee found Tropp guilty of violating Rules 4-3.1, 4-3.3(a), 4-8.2(a),
4-8.4(c), and 4-8.4(d). He had no prior discipline. Justice Labarga issued a
dissent recommending a suspension, in which Canady concurred.

In The Florida Bar v. Stage, 192 So.3d 45 (Fla. 2015) (Table Citation)
(Unpublished Disposition), pursuant to a consent judgment, Stage received
a public reprimand and was required to obtain an evaluation from Florida
Lawyers Assistance, Inc. Stage engaged in incompetent representation,
filed a frivolous charging lien, and made misstatements in pleadings in
defense of her charging lien. Stage's misstatements were due to her
mistaken belief about the facts and law and were not made in an effort to



mislead the court. She stated that she was taking medication for a medical
condition during this time period that may have caused anxiety,
comprehension issues and confusion; however, it may also be from an
undiagnosed mental health issue. In addition, Stage had no prior discipline.

VI. RECOMMENDATION AS TO DISCIPLINARY MEASURES TO BE
APPLIED

I recommend that respondent be found guilty of misconduct justifying

disciplinary measures, and that he be disciplined by:

A. Respondent shall receive a public reprimand to be

administered by publication;

B. Respondent shall attend Ethics School within six (6)

months of this Court's order accepting this plea. Respondent shall be

responsible for the $750.00 fee associated with that program;

C. Respondent shall write an apology letter to Judge

Muscarella and has already written a letter of apology to Judge Meyer;

and

D. Respondent shall pay the bar's cost in this disciplinary

proceeding.

VII. PERSONAL HISTORY AND PAST DISCIPLINARY RECORD

Prior to recommending discipline pursuant to Rule 3-7.6(m)(1)(D), I

considered the following personal history of respondent, to wit:

Age: 43



Date admitted to the Bar: 04/20/2007

Prior Discipline: None

VIII. STATEMENT OF COSTS AND MANNER IN WHICH COSTS
SHOULD BE TAXED

I find the following costs were reasonably incurred by The Florida

Bar:

Court Reporters' Fees $516.25
Administrative Fee $1,250.00

TOTAL $1,766.25

It is recommended that such costs be charged to respondent and that

interest at the statutory rate shall accrue and that should such cost

judgment not be satisfied within thirty days of said judgment becoming final,

respondent shall be deemed delinquent and ineligible to practice law,

pursuant to R. Regulating Fla. Bar 1-3.6, unless otherwise deferred by the

Board of Governors of The Florida Bar.

Dated this Ê day of May, 2022.

Honorable Samantha Lee Ward,
Referee
George Edgecomb Courthouse
401 N Jefferson St Ste 540
Tampa, FL 336025003
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